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Abstract—Negotiation between virtual agents and humans is a
complex field that requires designers of systems to be aware not
only of the efficient solutions to a given game, but also the
mechanisms by which humans create value over multiple
negotiations. One way of considering the agent’s impact beyond a
single negotiation session is by considering the use of external
“ledgers” across multiple sessions. We present results that describe
the effects of favor exchange on negotiation outcomes, fairness,
and trust for two distinct cross-cultural populations, and illustrate
the ramifications of their similarities and differences on virtual
agent design.

While this knowledge of favor-sharing has existed for some
time in the business and negotiation literatures, applying these
techniques to virtual agents is a relatively new development.
When virtual agents are involved in the negotiation, there are
further considerations, such as the importance of calculating
the value of a ledger at a given time, and calculating Paretooptimality-over-time for a given set of repeating negotiations.
More fundamentally, humans negotiate with agents in subtly
different ways than they negotiate with other humans, and
affect and trust considerations require careful understanding
and design.

Keywords—affective computing; intelligent systems; cultural
differences

Previous work [18] showed that a very simple text-based
agent could alter the language used in order to successfully
induce human players to discover Pareto-efficient-over-time
solutions. However, understanding the long-term effects of this
behavior on trust-building is a critical component to making
“thoughtful” relationship-based agents. Culture-specific
differences, such as propensity to be “promotion-focused”
(hopeful, and risk-seeking) or “prevention-focused” (fearful,
and risk-avoiding), can further refine this picture of trust [12].
Therefore, a robust virtual agent design should be aware of
those constants across negotiators, and be ready to adapt to
culture-specific differences.

I.

INTRODUCTION

When humans negotiate, more is at stake than simply the
outcome of the current deal. Each interaction alters the
relationship that develops between each of the parties,
changing the potential actions and expectations that they hold
about future negotiations. In business literature, this ongoing
interactive process broadly falls under the moniker of
“relationship building”, but there is a more fundamental
importance to far-sightedness. Negotiators who look blindly at
the current deal will miss out on integrative potential that exists
only over multiple games—what is known as Paretoefficiency-over-time [6].
Consider the example of two roommates who wish to split
up some recent purchases. One roommate may prefer oranges,
while the other prefers apples—it is therefore reasonable for
the apples and oranges to be split “unfairly” such that the first
roommate gets all of the oranges, but no apples. That way, both
parties have gotten what they wanted, and “grow the pie” in
such a way that they are both the happier for it.
But consider a slightly different scenario. Now, our
roommates are attempting to split the use of a necklace. The
fair solution would be each party to take half of the necklace.
Obviously, this would be less than ideal if one wished to wear
the item. Perhaps, however, roommate Alice wants the
necklace for her date tonight. It would be reasonable for our
other roommate Beth to allow Alice full use of the necklace
now, because Beth expects she will be given the same benefit
later. Beth is creating a “ledger” in which she informally stores
this as a “favor” that she is due later. Therefore, both parties
have achieved Pareto-efficiency-over-time, even though their
individual splits at a given point were very lopsided.
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We build on these existing ideas by conducting a crosscultural study in which we compare the characteristics of
participants from the United States and from India—two
populations that differ markedly in promotion/prevention
focus. We contribute by showing that Indian participants show
a marked increase in offer acceptance rates in our negotiation
task compared to their American counterparts. Furthermore, we
show that measures of generosity and trust differ as well.
Additionally, we show that trust is tied critically to the
congruence between word and deed—following through on
favors builds trust, but lose either component and trust falls.
Finally, we demonstrate that while Indian participants may be
more likely to distrust offers from a betraying agent, they are
also more willing to accept deals in order to avoid a loss.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Human-Agent Negotiation Games
Negotiation, both between two humans as well as between
humans and agents, is an important research topic across
multiple scientific domains. Multi-issue bargaining, in
particular, serves as a de facto standard for research into social

cognition, distributive problem solving and interpersonal skilldevelopment [26].

such practices rely on trust, and violating the expectations
established by prior signaling could be considered a betrayal.

Most automated approaches to negotiation have focused on
agent-agent interaction and make strong limits on the type of
information that can be exchanged between parties. More
recently, there is growing interest in algorithms that can
negotiate with people, either to resolve [15] or mediate
conflicts [1], or to teach negotiation skills [6]. These agents
incorporate more complex forms of signaling, such as
emotional reactions to offers [4] or natural-language dialog
[24]. Most of this multi-turn negotiation research, however, has
focused on short-term interactions and single negotiations. The
present work both expands the unit of analysis to multiple
negotiations, and attempts to untangle the relationship between
trust, culture, and risk avoidance behaviors.

In negotiations, participants may be classified as more
“prevention-focused”
or
more
“promotion-focused”.
Prevention-focused negotiators tend to avoid risky outcomes in
order to avoid a loss, while promotion-focused negotiators are
more risk-seeking—looking to secure a win [12]. Clearly, the
interaction between the emotional antecedents of these
behaviors (fear and hope) and levels of trust in an agent can be
very significant.

Our immediate motivation behind this work is to inform the
design of virtual human partners for teaching negotiation skills
by validating the effectiveness of human negotiation tactics in
a virtual context. While it is true that humans interact with
agents differently from how they interact with other humans,
evidence suggests that interacting with “virtual humans” results
in more similar behavior than simply interacting with an agent
that displays no human-like features. The authors can point to
several benefits of having an agent as a negotiation partner in
educational settings, not least of which is that agents are
infinitely patient and always available (professional negotiation
trainers are rarely either).
Beyond the differences between human and agent partners,
we are interested in how tactics that are emotionally reliant
(such as trust-building and favor exchange) are affected by
cultural difference. Some research has already explored the
potential of virtual humans for negotiation training [1,2], and
this study aims to build upon this body of research and extend
its applicability to situations where negotiations repeat over
time. The dynamics of relationships between negotiating
partners play a critical role in the final outcome of many multiissue tasks; indeed the relationship between truthfulness and
trust—as well as eventual outcome—has been well established
in the business and negotiation literature [13].
Multi-issue, repeated negotiations have a key feature in that
there may exist solutions over multiple games that allow both
parties to “grow the pie” and receive better solutions. Our
agent operates in this space with a human participant. The
question of what may encourage these superior instances of
“integrative potential” to be discovered by one or both
negotiators is not fully understood. Discovering Pareto
efficient solutions over time as well as Pareto efficient
solutions occurring within a single negotiation have been
examined previously [18], but the connection between trust and
risk avoidance has not yet been fully examined.
The notion of signaling intention facilitates the favors and
ledgers technique, in which one party may accept an
unfavorable agreement in the current negotiation with the
expectation that it will receive a similar treatment from its
partner in a subsequent negotiation [20]. If favors are issued
during negotiations that have little utility for the offering agent
and are received during negotiations that have more utility,
integrative potential can be achieved by both parties. However,

B. Cross-cultural features
Understanding the differences in negotiation styles across
cultures is necessitates considering the features that define each
culture. While such generalizations do not define the
individual, they are helpful in designing agents that can adapt
to their audience in a much more helpful manner. Indian
negotiators, for example, have been observed to be more
prevention-focused than they are promotion-focused. In other
words, when entering into potentially risky situations, they
become very loss-averse. Indians “play to not lose” rather than
“play to win” [7]. For our agent, this might imply that when
faced with ultimatum games, Indian participants would be less
willing to make poor offers for fear of the offers being rejected.
Negotiators that are prevention-focused will be very unwilling
to make offers that they fear may be rejected, especially when
a rejection would force both players to take their BATNA or
Best Alternative To Negotiated Agreement (as in ultimatum
games). However, the extent to which trust in the agent may
mediate this behavior is not fully understood.
Other work on cross-cultural negotiation by Gunia [10]
indicates that Indian negotiators may be slow to trust other
people, preferring instead to trust institutions. Gunia makes the
link between trust and joint gains (Pareto Efficiency), such that
a lack of trust may lead to a lack of discovery of joint gains. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, this work represents the
first study examining whether these cross-cultural differences
exist between human negotiators and agent counterparts.
C. Trust
Trust is a very context-specific term. However, within
negotiations, trust often refers to individual trust, which is a
measure of how much a negotiator expects the other
negotiator to obstruct or assist with the first negotiator’s goals.
In this way, trust can be seen as a consideration in the
traditional risk-reward conflict. Negotiating partners that are
more trusted are often seen as being low-risk. For risky
bargaining strategies, like favors-and-ledgers (which relies on
the assumption that favors will eventually be repaid), this trust
factor is of course critically important to cultivate.
However, trust can also refer to a more broad type of
institutional or organizational trust, which includes concerns
about the effectiveness of systems [16]. In this way, a person
may be very willing to trust the efficiency of the legal system,
but harbor some doubts about a particular attorney. Such kinds
of trust can be about a more specific field, such as trust in
automation, which has been measured in other work [19].

Even beyond generalized trust in automation however,
there is some evidence that the trust in the system’s creator
may bleed over into trust for the agent itself due to the
institutional or organizational factors [16,23]. If the virtual
agent is seen as being designed by a reputable institution, then
the agent itself may (at least at first) be seen as a trustworthy
individual, even if its actions would speak otherwise. As this
effect may be largely unavoidable in virtual agent design, it
does blur the line between institutional and individual trust.
Furthermore, agents may be viewed as more trustworthy to
begin with in situations where the average human would be
seen as untrustworthy, a fact which emphasizes the need to
examine trust with regards to human-agent interaction [17].
III.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Predictions
Given the conflicting factors of general propensity to trust
across cultures, as well as the varied prevention and promotion
focuses of different populations, the authors felt it critical to
extend our original study on American populations to a crosscultural study which included Indians. Virtual agents that
perform well under different cultures are possible, but it is
essential that they adapt to specific needs that must be
identified experimentally. Furthermore, we are interested to
see what artifacts the use of agents over human partners may
introduce that differentiate our results from prior work.
The previous work by Gunia indicated that due to the
collectivist nature of Indian culture, Indians may be less willing
to trust individuals than Americans. We anticipate this same
result in our subject pool:
Hypothesis 1: Indians trust their partners less than
Americans.
However, our usage of repeated ultimatum-games presents
a problem for Indian participants. Although they may be less
willing to trust their partner, they are also prevention-focused,
which means that they may be willing to accept offers in order
to avoid angering them and losing out in later rounds. We
believe that this effect may override, causing “hypergenerosity”, in which Indian participants accept deals that are
lower even than their BATNAs. This tendency to “just say
YES” in order to preserve a relationship is a common theme in
popular business advice, and may be even more powerful in
repeated game contexts. In other words:
Hypothesis 2: Indians accept offers more than Americans,
even if the offer is lower than their BATNA.
The lack of trust in the good intentions of their partner may
eventually lead to poorer outcomes overall. Gunia indicates
that a lack of trust leads to less joint value discovered in
integrative situations. We believe that additionally, the
compulsion to “say YES” may lead participants to resolve
negotiations quickly, missing out on potential joint value. This
leads us to our third hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: Indians find less integrative potential/joint
value than Americans.

The decisions and implications for trust are not made in a
vacuum. The actions of the agent are important in maintaining
or breaking individual trust. Because of this, we expect that
agents that match word and deed by promising favors and then
returning them will be rated highest on measures of trust and
fairness. Deviation from this in either the language used or the
quality of offers will result in a drop in trust. That means that
an agent designed with these principles in mind will glean the
largest amount of trust and fairness, which we state as
Hypothesis 4:
Hypothesis 4: Favor language and good offers (favorseeking agent) will result in the most trust and perceived
fairness.
B. Game Design
To realize the multi-issue, multiple-negotiation domain that
we explore, we used the Colored Trails testing framework.
Colored Trails is a negotiation testbed for analyzing the
strategies of participants, and has been used in several types of
games, including revelation games [21,8]. Our design involved
a version of the interface that was deployable via the web and
customized to allow our agent to engage in multi-issue
bargaining games.
In Colored Trails, players both start with a set amount of
different-colored “chips”. By expending a chip, a player can
move one space on the board of a similar color, with the intent
to move toward a goal location. In our version, the closer a
player gets to the goal, the more points they receive (Figure 1).
Players can propose and respond to deals in which they
propose exchanges of chips. In this way, the chips represent
multiple issues with several “levels”. With two red chips, for
example, there are three levels (0, 1, and 2 chips for the
player).
Our design featured a set of 5 repeated games, in which the
player acted as the respondent to 4 ultimatum games. If they
accepted the offer, chips would be exchanged and both the
player and agent would move, and then score points. If they
instead rejected the offer, no chips were exchanged and both
players were forced to move using only the chips they had at
the start of the game. This result represented the BATNA. The
player was not allowed to engage in cross-talk with the agent;
rather, they were forced to respond to the offer, which is
standard for ultimatum games. The agent, however, sent textbased messages at various points in the game, notably when it
proposed offers and when it received the player’s response.
This design means that the domain is characterized by
multiple, single-round, multi-issue ultimatum games with
varying BATNAs and varying payoffs. This is not the same as
single, multi-round games, where negotiators often progress
from one issue to the next. Critically, it allows for joint value
to be discovered across games, and Pareto-efficiency-over-time
to exist.

TABLE I.

Fig. 1. Example game setup within the Colored Trails teesting framework

C. Agent Design
To determine the implications of agent deesign on trust and
integrative potential discovery, a set of siimple text-based
agents were designed that were capable of playing a set of
ultimatum-style games online with human pparticipants. The
agents were designed to exhibit behavior bbased on a 2x2
factorial design. Favor-seeking and Cooperaative agents both
alternated good and poor offers, thus returniing favors to the
player and allowing them to find integgrative potential.
Betraying and Competitive agents never retuurned favors and
always made offers that were well below the pplayer’s BATNA.
The agents were simple in their behavior: eacch agent followed
an unchanging schedule over the 5 games,, offering agentfavoring deals on the first and third games, annd offering either
agent-favoring or player-favoring deals in the second and
fourth games (depending on agent type).
Our other experimental dimension was the type of language
used by the agent. Both the Favor-seekingg and Betraying
agents used favor-specific language that incluuded phrases like
“This goal is important to me. I hope you cann accept this deal
as a favor to me. I'll really owe you one.” Thee Cooperative and
Competitive agents only used more generic laanguage, such as
“I think this deal is acceptable.” The languagge used to deliver
each offer to the player was identical acrooss subjects, but
varied slightly from game to game. All agennts also used the
same language to properly acknowledge playeer actions. In this
way, the agents were dependent slightly upon player choice, as
a player acceptance would result in positive acknowledgment
(“That’s great!”), while a rejection would resuult in the opposite.
These agents are summarized in Table I.
D. Experimental Design & Subject Pool Conssiderations
We divided our subjects by nationality, enncompassing data
from 269 Americans (151 male, 118 femaale), which were
collected in an earlier study, and 146 Indianns (106 male, 40
female). This allowed us to complete our 2x2x2 factorial
experimental design, using offer quality, prresence of favor
language, and nationality as our indepeendent condition
variables.

AGE
ENT TYPES

Favors returned

Favors never returned

Favor framing

Favor-seeking

Betraying

No favor framing

Cooperative

Competitive

Whenever experiments are conducted
c
using different
subject pools, especially cross-cultu
ural ones, it is important to
verify the integrity of the pool if possible. Given that these
o online participants, it was
subject pools were also comprised of
felt that these considerations werre particularly integral to
address. When creating our versiion of the Colored Trails
interface for web use, it was firrst tested internally using
researchers present at our institu
ution but who were not
affiliated with the project. In addittional to being integral for
bug identification, this beta test alsso allowed us to verify that
behavior of in-person subjects was similar to online subjects.
We then used Amazon’s Mechaniccal Turk service to recruit
online subjects for both studies.
Several steps were taken to enssure participants from both
countries were equally and properlly motivated to perform to
the best of their ability. All subjectss in both the American and
Indian Mechanical Turk studies weere required to answer a set
of “attention check” questions fo
ollowing the game. These
questions verified that subjects weere actively engaged in the
game and not simply “clicking through” by asking such things
y?” Those subjects that did
as “How many games did you play
not successfully answer these quesstions were excluded from
analysis. We found that the exclusio
ons rate for each nationality
were extremely similar (24.7% for Indians, 24.1% for
orker pools understood and
Americans) indicating that both wo
participated in the task similarly.
We also adjusted the moneetary incentives for our
participants appropriately based on the culture being
considered. Mechanical Turk workeers were paid a flat rate for
their participation. Due to the cost
c
of living differences
between American and India, thiss rate was adjusted to be
37.5% lower for Indians than for Americans, to avoid overdly complete the task. To
incentivizing participants to rapid
further incentivize participants to pllay seriously, we entered all
subjects into a lottery. They were
w
informed that their
performance (the amount of points they
t
received) would affect
their chances of winning one of 10 additional $10 monetary
rewards. This bonus dollar number was chosen as being more
than 2x the flat participation rate forr Americans.
While it is of course naturaal to assume that certain
differences between Mechanical Tu
urk workers and in-person
recruits may exist (such as computeer literacy, for one), we feel
that these precautions eliminate many external concerns.
Future studies would do well to be mindful of the specifics of
ure directions of our work
their subject pool (and indeed, futu
include comparing Mechanical Turk
T
and locally-recruited
populations).
IV.

AL RESULTS
EXPERIMENTA

Our first result is a surprising one.
o
While it was generally
expected that US participants woulld be more trusting of their
agent partner than Indians, the op
pposite result was actually
discovered, F(1, 330) = 10.26, p = .001,
.
d = -0.384 (Figure 2).

This result will cause us to reject H1, whicch was based on
earlier human-human studies. Our agent insteead inspired trust
in what is traditionally seen as a low-individuaal-trust culture.

Fig. 2. Agents are seen as more trustworthy by Indians ((7-point Likert)

To get a better view of the initial pattern oof acceptances for
various offers, we examine the result of gam
me 3. We choose
game 3 because it is the first point after whhich players may
experience betrayal, which allows us to exam
mine H2 for each
agent type. We specifically look at players thhat have accepted
an offer in game 1, then had that favor retuurned or betrayed
(depending on condition) in game 2. We confiirm that there is a
main effect of nationality that shows that Indiians accept offers
more readily than Americans, χ2 [1, N = 1777], = 10.33, p =
.001. This information is shown in Figures 3 annd 4.

We further examine the previo
ous two sets of results by
observing the relationship betweeen trust, offer acceptance
rates, and nationality. To verify that
t
the increased trust by
Indians is not spurious, we sho
ow significant correlation
between trust and acceptance ratees (game 3): F(1, 176) =
23.59, p < .001, d = 0.730. This result, combined with the
main effect of nationality on accepttance rates and the effect of
nationality on trust (F(1,176) = 44
4.88, p < .001, d = .642),
leads us to explore mediation. To establish mediation,
nationality would need to predictt trust, and when entered
simultaneously, trust should predictt acceptance rates while the
effect of nationality on acceptaance rate is significantly
reduced. Logistic regression predictting acceptance rates while
controlling for trust showed a sign
nficant effect of trust: B =
.399, Wald(1) = 13.749, p < .00
01. It does not show full
mediation, as the trust by acceptance rate interation remained
significant: B = .717, Wald(1) = 4.51 p = .034, yet could
indicate potential partial mediation. We confirm this using
Preacher and Hayes’ [22] SPSS macro
m
for testing mediation
using bootstrapping techniques [25
5], which revealed that the
total indirect effect of trust was sign
nificant; the 95% BCa (bias
corrected and accelerated) bootstrap
p confidence intervals were
0.176 to 0.742 (based on 1000 resaamples). Therefore, we can
conclude that acceptance rates are partially
p
mediated by trust.

Fig. 4. Game 3: Indian participants are mucch less sensative to betrayal

Fig. 3. Game 3: Main affect of nationality on acceptancee rates is shown

The difference between acceptance rates ffor favor-seeking
and cooperative agents is signficant for Am
mericans, as was
previously reported. However, the result is only marginally
significant for Indian populations, χ2 [1, N = 177], = 3.13, p <
.08. Figure 4 shows the difference between Competitive and
Betraying agent acceptance rates. Althoughh the previously
reported result for Americans shows that therre is a significant
drop in acceptance rates due to the Betrayyal agent, Indian
participants show no significant difference. IIndians appear to
be relatively insensitive to betrayal, accepting even poor offers
lower than their BATNAs readily, as predictedd by H2.

To address H3, the final round must
m be examined, in which
the player crafted an offer as the proposer in the ultimatum
game. The joint value found betweeen the agent and the player
represents the joint gain or integrrative potential discovered.
With no integrative potential disco
overed, both players would
have to move only using their iniitial chips, each scoring 8
points (for a total of 16). Here, it was found that Americans
found significantly more integrative potential than Indians, F(1,
331) = 22.26, p < .001, d = 0.533 (Figure 5).
Finally, to make the link betweeen trust and agent behavior,
measures of trust per agent type aree displayed in Figure 6. Per
hypothesis H4, trust is in fact hig
gher for the favor-seeking
agent for both Indians and American
ns. We examined the favorseeking agent condition using a 3v
v1 follow-up contrast to a
one-way ANOVA—for Americans:: t(1, 94) = -7.77, p < .001,
and for Indians: t(1, 74) = -3.81, p < .001.

V.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Although Indian subjects show
w several key differences
compared to their American counteerparts, several fundamental
patterns remain very similar acro
oss cultures—a promising
result for virtual agent design. Indiaans may be more willing to
concede than Americans, but the lo
ong-term negative effects of
“bad behavior” on relationships is veery similar.

Fig. 5. Game 5: Total joint value found is higher among US players

We found that Indians actually trust
t
more than Americans,
invalidating our earlier H1. This hypothesis was based on
w
this study examined
Gunia’s human vs. human result, whereas
human vs. agent negotiations acrosss cultures. We believe that
this result represents a disconnecct between individual and
institutional trust, or a more fundam
mental disconnect between
agent and human negotiation partneers. It may be the case that
Indians are more willing to trust virtual agents. Further
extensions into varying the expressiivity and levels of affect in
our agents are currently underway in America, and future
directions to include cross-culturall effects in Indian subjects
would help to extend the ramificatio
ons of this result.
We found that H2 is correct, that Indians accept more
offers, even to the extent of acceptiing poor offers below their
BATNAs. Due to the nature of th
he ultimatum game and its
high-risk outcomes, this resultt is expected for the
predominantly prevention-focused Indian
I
population. This led
us to investigate trust, nationality, and
a acceptance rates. It was
found that while nationality does strictly
s
increase acceptance
rates (per H2), this effect is partially
y mediated by trust levels.

Fig. 6. Trust remains highest for favor-seeking agents inn both cultures

These results were mirrored for measurees of fairness, as
displayed in Figure 7. Follow-up contrasts aggain showed that
for Americans: t(1, 94) = -7.73, p < .001, andd for Indians: t(1,
74) = -3.67, p < .001. No main or controllingg effect of gender
was found in any reported results.

We also found that Indians aree insensitive to betrayal in
their actions, but this betrayal is refflected in their later ratings
of trust and fairness. Indians seem
m reluctant to display their
disapproval by actively rejecting offfers, but betrayals do affect
measures of trust.
We found that H3 is true—Indians do find less integrative
validation of H1, the direct
potential. However, due to the inv
correlation between trust and joint value
v
found by Gunia seems
to miss part of the picture. We believe it may be connected to
the acceptance rates: Indians that “say YES” are not prepared
to craft an offer of their own that leeverages joint value, instead
seeking the first harmonious outcom
me they find.
Finally, we found that H4 is true—all participants trust
olating either through word
favor-seeking agents the most. Vio
or deed by failing to discuss favors or follow through on them
reduces total levels of trust for the agent. While it is true that
h
(Indians trust more in
the main effect of H1 is shown here
general), the pattern between Indiaans and US participants is
similar—favor-seeking agents comee out as the clear winners.

Fig. 7. Fairness remains highest for favor-seeking agentss in both cultures

Thus, agents that utilize favo
or-language show a clear
benefit for use in automated negotiaations, even across cultures.
Indian participants, traditionally thought
t
of as having low
individual trust, seem willing to trust virtual agents and
automation, which is a compelling result for propagation and
design of future agents. Additionallly, these future agents must
be able to unpack the distinction beetween acceptances that are
made happily and those that haave a negative result for
measures of relationship trust. With
h these tenets in mind, the
next generation of culturally and so
ocially-aware agents can be
built for effective negotiation.
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